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Tu Buße und stirb Nov 30 2019 An einem eiskalten Dezembermorgen wird in einem Park in Dublin die Leiche einer Nonne gefunden. Die Inszenierung des Tatorts deutet auf einen
Ritualmörder hin, doch Inspector Tom Reynolds ahnt, dass das Opfer nicht zufällig ausgewählt wurde. Die Spur führt in ein einsam gelegenes Kloster. Als sich dort rätselhafte
Ereignisse häufen, durchdringt ein beängstigender Verdacht das alte Gemäuer: Der Mörder befindet sich im Kloster - und was ihn antreibt, ist Rache für ein nie gesühntes Verbrechen
...
Going Back for Jeremy Jul 19 2021
Coming Back to a Theater Near You Apr 27 2022 In the Silent Era, film reissues were a battle between rival studios—every Mary Pickford new release in 1914 was met with a
Pickford re-release. For 50 years after the Silent Era, reissues were a battle between the studios, who considered old movies “found money,” and cinema owners, who often saw
audiences reject former box office hits. In the mid–1960s, the return of The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957)—the second biggest reissue of all time—altered industry perceptions, and
James Bond double features pushed the revival market to new heights. In the digital age, reissues have continued to confound the critics. This is the untold hundred-year story of how
old movies saved new Hollywood. Covering the booms and busts of a recycling business that became its own industry, the author describes how the likes of Charlie Chaplin,
Humphrey Bogart and Alfred Hitchcock won over new generations of audiences, and explores the lasting appeal of films like Napoléon (1927), Gone with the Wind (1939), The
Rocky Horror Show (1975) and Blade Runner (1982).
No Turning Back May 17 2021
A Dictionary of the Pukh?to, Push?to, Or Language of the Afghans Nov 10 2020
I Just Need You Sep 08 2020 Kresley Studying abroad was my chance to gain independence away from my privileged life in California. But, when there’s a kidnapping attempt on my
life, I’m forced to return home to finish college. I just never expected to get stuck with a pompous, know-it-all bodyguard who watches my every move with nothing but disdain. One
whose good looks don’t soften the cold, impenetrable wall he wears like armor. Tristan I pride myself on being a professional and taking my job as a bodyguard seriously. But, nothing
could prepare me for the high maintenance, rich girl I’m hired to protect. She’s got a smart mouth, is hell-bent on pushing my buttons, and doesn’t take the threats against her seriously.
And despite the nightmares that plague her dreams, or the fact that I’m the only one who knows about them, I’m not there to befriend her. I’m there to protect her…no matter how
much she intrigues me. Jabs will be exchanged, glares will become the norm, jealousy will rear its ugly head, and sparks...well those damn things will inevitably fly. But will it all
come with a dangerous price?
Going Back to Galveston Jan 25 2022 In this witty, thoughtful, and clear-eyed look at a place that has engaged the imaginations and energies of generations of Galvestonians, Texans,
and others, writer M. Jimmie Killingsworth and photographer Geoff Winningham reflect on the various Galvestons—virtual and real, natural and artificial—that compete and overlap
to create a location, a destination, and the defining experiences associated with “going to Galveston.” From the tepid, still waters and steamy beaches of the Texas Gulf Coast to the
computerized, air-conditioned seductions of places like Moody Gardens and the Rainforest Café, Galveston offers a wide array of opportunities for observation of the frequently ironic
interplay of human and natural history. Killingsworth’s affectionate, wry prose and Winningham’s distinctive, surprising images offer a unique tribute to Galveston’s past, present, and
future: a barrier island that once hosted native peoples, shipwrecked Spaniards, and buccaneers; a birding hotspot that draws nature watchers from all over the world to its estuarine and

bay habitats; a hurricane-buffeted city built for tourism, with a storied—sometimes shady—nightlife, a restored historic downtown district, and a trucked-in beach. Going Back to
Galveston is a deeply personal meditation on why and how people relate to the places they love. With Killingsworth and Winningham as your guides, explore the multisensory
realities: bays and beaches, birding and fishing; grand hotels and Victorian mansions alongside tumbledown docks and sleazy bars; glitzy, modern palaces of recreation and posh
eateries competing with fast-food joints and vendors of tourist trinkets. Going Back to Galveston is an excursion you can carry in your hand—one you’ll want to take again and again.
Going Back to Gettysburg Dec 24 2021 The book Going back to Gettysburg will be bought like hot cakes in intellectual circles in both America and India because it is a light
presentation of the uniqueness of the American Civil War (1861-1965) in which 6,00,000 American soldiers, mostly White, laid down their lives to secure the release of four million
Black slaves in America. It has no parallel in the history and mythology of the world. It is the only war where combatants fought over the Rights of other oppressed beings and is one
of the starting point of the Human Rights movements in the world. This book shows quoting authorities like a secret note from the U.S. Ambassy to the American State department
leaked by Wikileaks and numerous reports in American and British Press of how the middle class has enriched itself. The author has given numerous shady deals of his own. Besides,
the book contains his own studies of middle class corruption which no newspaper would publish because they are themselves huge beneficiaries of the general loot. The book the
contrasts between the Indian habit of quietly submitting to injustice and the Western habit of staging street demonstrations on public issues.
The Truth We Chase Aug 27 2019 When Joseph Joshua Ryebank (JJ) moved to America he brought three things with him; his possessions, his girlfriend and... a secret. Fast forward
four years. JJ has a successful career in New York; a wide circle of friends, more money than he could have ever imagined and his past life in England has been consigned to history.
That is until one day when, out of the blue, an email arrives from his childhood friend Jill, who he hasn't seen for seventeen years. She wants to meet. This leaves JJ with a dilemma as
their past and his secret are intertwined. Was the email just to rekindle their friendship or is he being lured back because others know his secret too? His decision to return to England
was his first mistake. What will he do with his new life now that he has his old life back?
No Turning Back Mar 27 2022 In No Turning Back, Paul Addison takes the long view, charting the vastly changing character of British society since the end of the Second World War.
As he shows, in this period a series of peaceful revolutions has completely transformed the country so that, with the advantage of a longer perspective, the comparative peace and
growing prosperity of the second half of the twentieth century appear as more powerful solvents of settled ways of life than the Battle of the Somme or the Blitz. We have come to take
for granted a welfare state which would have seemed extraordinary to our forebears in the first decades of the century, based upon the achievement of a hitherto undreamed of mass
prosperity. Much of the sexual morality preached if not practised for centuries has been dismantled with the creation of a 'permissive society'. The employment and career chances of
women have been revolutionized. A white nation has been transformed into a multiracial one. An economy founded on manufacturing under the watchful eye of the 'gentlemen in
Whitehall' has morphed into a free market system, heavily dependent on finance, services, and housing, while a predominantly working class society has evolved into a predominantly
middle class one. And the United Kingdom, which once looked as solid as the rock of Gibraltar, now looks increasingly fragile, as Wales and especially Scotland have started to go
their separate ways. The book ends with an assessment of the gains and losses that have resulted. As this makes clear, this is not a story of progress pure and simple, it is a story of
fundamental transformation in which much has been gained and much also lost, perhaps above all a sense of the ties that used to bind people together. Paul Addison brings to it the
personal point of view of someone who has lived through it all and seen the Britain of his youth turn into a very different country, but who in the final reckoning still prefers the present
to the past.
Coming Back to Life Aug 20 2021 After thirteen surgeries, life support, and staring death in the face, Valencia Hardaway was given another chance at life. "This is a great book about
one woman's journey through adversity. It is also a story about faith and a strong will to help and inspire others." Latoya Lucas, Author "The Immeasurable Spirit: "
If I Could Turn Back Time Jun 17 2021
A Savage Presence Aug 08 2020 Now that Connor Cohen is dead, Silas Cohen is free to live the life he wants. But there are still two men in the way. When Enzo Juarez tries to make a
new deal with Fiona, her good intentions get the best of her and she unexpectedly puts Silas in danger. Can Alex’s connections save them this time? All bets are off when it’s every
man for themselves in this series’ finale.
Poetry 180 Feb 23 2022 A dazzling new anthology of 180 contemporary poems, selected and introduced by America’s Poet Laureate, Billy Collins. Inspired by Billy Collins’s poema-day program with the Library of Congress, Poetry 180 is the perfect anthology for readers who appreciate engaging, thoughtful poems that are an immediate pleasure. A 180-degree
turn implies a turning back—in this case, to poetry. A collection of 180 poems by the most exciting poets at work today, Poetry 180 represents the richness and diversity of the form,
and is designed to beckon readers with a selection of poems that are impossible not to love at first glance. Open the anthology to any page and discover a new poem to cherish, or savor
all the poems, one at a time, to feel the full measure of contemporary poetry’s vibrance and abundance. With poems by Catherine Bowman, Lucille Clifton, Billy Collins, Dana Gioia,
Edward Hirsch, Galway Kinnell, Kenneth Koch, Philip Levine, Thomas Lux, William Matthews, Frances Mayes, Paul Muldoon, Naomi Shihab Nye, Sharon Olds, Katha Pollitt, Mary
Jo Salter, Charles Simic, David Wojahn, Paul Zimmer, and many more.

Never Coming Back Sep 20 2021 When Emily Kane arrives at her sister's house she finds the front door unlocked with no one inside. Dinner is still cooking and the TV is on. Carrie,
her husband and their two daughters are gone. At the heart of their disappearance lies a dark secret . . . And when the police draw a blank, it becomes clear someone doesn't want the
family found. Will Emily find them, or will she become the next victim? 'A taut and thrilling novel - his best yet' Richard & Judy Book Club
Christmas at Emelia's Feb 11 2021 This Christmas join the De La Fuentes and McKenzies in Blossom Creek as they celebrate the grand opening of Emelia’s Restaurant. Over twenty
years after Levi De La Fuente's parents opened the first Emelia’s, Levi and his cousin Ryan are getting ready to open a second location. Emma De La Fuente manages the first Emelia’s
in Essex, Vermont for her parents. She’s in town to assist her brother and cousin in getting the new restaurant ready for its grand opening. However, she didn’t plan on the strong
attraction she feels toward the town Sheriff. The man with his sweet words and heated looks has managed to derail her plans on returning home. While his sister is distracted, Levi
finds himself in need of rescuing from a rather embarrassing situation. Luckily for him, Vivien Taylor, owner of Temptations, Blossom Creek’s handmade chocolate store, appears just
at the right time. If only he didn’t crave the sweet woman, then maybe, this situation wouldn’t be so awkward. Blossom Creek just might be warm enough to melt the snow this holiday
season.
No Turning Back Sep 01 2022 Louise Davitt, a young Australian anthropologist, and Zeno Wolde, an Ethiopian doctor and fellow anthropologist, research and explore isolated villages
and tribal lands in Ethiopia, making fascinating discoveries about the people, the environment and themselves. While working for reform to lift poor peasants out of poverty, they fall
in love and marry then have a child. Zeno's work takes him away from home for long stretches of time, then he disappears. Louise visits family in London and is diagnosed with HIV,
contracted from Zeno. With effective management and drugs, Louise copes with her serious illness and its stigma - a stigma that at the time in Ethiopia and Kenya, made it impossible
for Zeno to seek appropriate treatment. She meets a Norwegian doctor, Haawkon Davos, and builds a new career with its reach and compassion for people with HIV/AIDS, especially
across Africa. 'A moving tale of cross-cultural endeavour dealing with problems that for millions of people are all too real. Rees' knowledge of this complex world is evident; his
compassion for the powerless shines through.' - Cate Kennedy - author of Sing and Don't Cry: a Mexican Journal
Utah Historical Quarterly Sep 28 2019 List of charter members of the society: v. 1, p. 98-99.
No Turning Back Oct 02 2022 In a post-apocalyptic world where food is treasure, pirates will kill for a meal. A month after the nuclear war ended, Commissioner Qwong and her crew
of scientists and soldiers head north. Following a clue found in the logbook of a sinking ship, they search Mexico for a community trading safety for oil. As they follow garbled radio
messages and breadcrumb-clues northward from one small band of survivors to another, a picture of the new world emerges. Sinking cities and rising swamps, fallout-laden farmland
and fire ravaged homes, pirate-ridden coasts and zombie-filled shores: the damage is irreversible, and the rescue mission soon becomes an ecological survey, charting the spread of
fallout, the location of inland craters, the growth of oceanic dead-zones, and the extent of coastal flooding. Despite the increasingly bleak discoveries, a new plan emerges, a blueprint
for a new haven and a new way of living, a new future for the last survivors of humanity. One last chance, a desperate gamble which will take them to where the outbreak began, and
then beyond. From the Caribbean to the Great Lakes, the full extent of the apocalypse becomes clear as the battle for humanity ends, and the fight for a new future begins.
A Dictionary of the English Language Apr 03 2020
No Turning Back Jul 31 2022 Biography of a Hopi Indian woman and her career as an educator.
No Going Back Oct 22 2021 Just as she begins to blossom, a young woman's past threatens to take everything away... Lynda Page's No Going Back is a moving saga of the past
threatening the happiness of a young woman's future. Perfect for fans of Daisy Styles and Dilly Court. Looking back over the past forty years, Judith Chambers realises she has led a
sad and lonely life. Her parents never loved each other, let alone their only daughter. And, by forcing Judith to stay at home and work in the family business, her parents stopped her
from making friends or finding happiness. Then her father's death gives her the chance to spread her wings. At first, she struggles to survive in the outside world, but just as she is
making headway, an unexpected visitor from her past arrives. Not only does this threaten to destroy the new life she has built for herself, but it also forces her to deal with difficulties
she is ill equipped to cope with. For Judith Chambers, though, there's no going back... What readers are saying about No Going Back: 'Found I couldn't put it down, even struggled to
stay awake into the early hours so I could carry on reading. So descriptive the characters became real' 'I have thoroughly enjoyed reading this book, it had a bit of everything in it,
drama, mystery, romance, sadness - five stars'
Remember Mia Jun 25 2019 "Ich muss mich erinnern, um sie zu finden." Eine junge Mutter kämpft darum, ihr Gedächtnis wiederzuerlangen – während die Welt sie für die Mörderin
ihres Kindes hält. Nach einem Autounfall erwacht Estelle Paradise im Krankenhaus und kann sich an nichts erinnern. Man hat sie in einer tiefen Schlucht aus dem Wrack ihres Wagens
geborgen – schwer verletzt. Doch nicht alle Verletzungen stammen von dem Unfall: Es hat auch jemand auf Estelle geschossen. Wer? Nur sehr langsam dringt die wichtigste Frage in
ihr Bewusstsein: Wo ist Mia, ihre sieben Monate alte Tochter? Sie war nicht mit im Unfallwagen. In einem schmerzlichen Prozess kehrt Estelles Erinnerungsvermögen zurück: Mia
war schon drei Tage vor dem Unfall aus ihrem Apartment in New York verschwunden. Und Estelle wird auf einmal vom Opfer zur Hauptverdächtigen.
A Practical Dictionary of the French and English Languages ... Jun 05 2020

Coming Back to Life Jan 13 2021 Coming back to life is a book consisting of five short stories about the trajectories of five women who had no aims in life and no hope for a better
life, but who eventually overcame their hardships and started over a new life. All the stories are based on real facts and they present particular nuances. After reading the stories
attentively, we realize that when these women are enduring unbearable suffering, they find a way out. As they are all very determined and courageous and have strong will power, they
manage to overcome all the obstacles and difficulties in their life course and become very successful. Some of them achieve extraordinary success. All is not lost in life and we can
fulfill anything as long as we want to. We should have confidence in our own abilities and we should never give up. These women are led by this principle mainly when they are facing
a new reality which seems to be very far from and beyond their reach. It is worth reading these stories because they will encourage us to reflect upon life. If by chance we face similar
situations in life, we will be inspired by these women to be resilient and struggle for a better life. Living is not easy and it will never be, but it is always worth trying because we may
encounter some unexpected surprises along our path that might change our life course and make us happy.
Too Late to Turn Back Jul 07 2020
Going Back Nov 22 2021 After the death of her husband Nancy Goldman remarries and hopes for a quiet life in Miami but is drawn into murder and drug smuggling after learning her
new husband has stolen drugs from the “mob.” She made a terrible mistake marrying him and desperately wants a divorce after overhearing him tell someone he kills for them. She
tells him she wants a divorce and he threatens to stop her by any means necessary. She has to run to stay alive. A friend discovers her college fiancé, Dan Crosby, is a retired attorney
who has written a book and dedicated it to her! He lives in Arizona. He hoped, but never expected, she would find his book. They haven’t seen each other in almost forty years. She
asks her niece to find him. After he’s told about her wanting a divorce he agrees to go to Miami, with his dog Rudy, thinking he’s going to help, instead he is caught in a deadly game
of murder, cocaine, and the “mob.” Tony Goldman is desperate to keep his construction business afloat. He needed money and turned to the “mob” as a last resort for help. They now
control his life. He has to transport cocaine to Detroit as part of his “loan,” resents what he has to do, and decides to steal some for himself. Now he’s running from them. Nancy finds
out what he’s done and with Dan’s help steals his cocaine but they can’t go to the police - yet. They have to elude him to stay alive. Tony knows Nancy stole his cocaine. He wants to
find and kill her and get the cocaine back before the “mob” finds and kills him. Adding to his problems he learns Detroit “mob” boss, Carmine Rizzo, has come to Miami to make an
example of him. Rizzo has to get the cocaine back before his boss kills him. Reputations must be maintained. With the help of a Miami D.A. Dan creates a plan to bring Tony and
Rizzo together so they can be stopped before Nancy is killed. So the cocaine can be kept off the streets and out-of-the-hands of the “mob.” But plans can sometimes go very wrong.
Will Nancy get her divorce or will Tony kill her and get the cocaine back? Will Carmine kill both of them? Will the “mob” win in the end? She wonders, because of Dan’s help, if this
is a second chance for them or will he leave again?
Chemistry & Atomic Structure Jan 31 2020
The Cowboy's Holiday Bride Dec 12 2020 Changing his heart… Would be a Christmas miracle! Cash Montgomery creates Western-themed weddings and knows all about happilyever-after. In theory. He’s been hurt too many times to think that he could ever be a marrying man. His business partner Phoebe Kellerman doesn’t agree with him—on anything! At
Christmas, Cash is visited by three of his past girlfriends…and he begins to see the error of his ways. Will it be before he loses Phoebe, the woman he’s falling for? New York Times
Bestselling Author Wishing Well Springs
Going Back to the River Jan 01 2020 Feminist verse displays a command of poetic technique and structure as well as a richly ripening vision
Hot and Heavy Oct 10 2020 He swore he wouldn’t touch her, but she’s about to test his restraint. Prim and proper secretary Melodie Turner has been in lust for her boss for years . . .
and she's finally going to do something about it. P.I. Cole Sommers might be able to barely resist her sexy new attitude and flirtatious behavior, but when she takes a cue from his
current case and decides to seduce Cole’s mind with highly provocative letters, she knows his body won't be very far behind . . . Cole is definitely in over his head. He's got more cases
than he can handle, but all he can think about is taking his secretary to bed, turning her over his knee, and showing her what happens to naughty girls who don’t behave. At every turn,
Melodie is there, taunting him, teasing him, making him burn with a deep, undeniable need. But Cole promised her father that he’d protect her—even from himself—which means
she’s off-limits. Only he hadn't counted on being the target of Melodie's irresistible sensual assaults. Nor had he planned to lose his hardened heart in the battle . . .
Der ewige Krieg Mar 03 2020 »Die beste Reportage, die ich je gelesen habe«, so Dave Eggers über »Der ewige Krieg. Innenansichten aus dem ›Kampf gegen den Terror‹«. Hier gibt
uns der legendäre Kriegsberichterstatter Dexter Filkins ein absolut ungeschöntes Bild davon, wie heute Krieg geführt wird. Filkins war im Irak, als dort der verheerende Golfkrieg
tobte. Unerschrocken geht er ganz nah ran: Er besucht die Familie eines Selbstmordattentäters, trifft irakische Aufständische, einen Captain des US-Marine Corps, der innerhalb von
acht Tagen ein Viertel seiner Männer verliert, und einen jungen Soldaten aus Georgia, der an seine Freundin zu Hause denkt. Seine Reportage hat nichts an Aktualität, nichts an
Dringlichkeit verloren, vermittelt sie doch beispielhaft einen Einblick, wie die Menschen vor Ort – Soldaten und Zivilisten, Kämpfer und Unschuldige – vom Krieg betroffen sind. Eine
ebenso beeindruckende wie literarische Reportage. »Ein Klassiker der Kriegsberichterstattung, der sowohl durch Mut als auch Feingefühl beeindruckt.« George Packer »Brillant, eine
Reportage wie ein Roman, die eindrücklich zeigt, welchen Preis der Krieg fordert.« Washington Post

The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine Oct 29 2019
No Turning Back Mar 15 2021 A New York Times Notable Book of 2018 This astonishing book by the prize-winning journalist Rania Abouzeid tells the tragedy of the Syrian War
through the dramatic stories of four young people seeking safety and freedom in a shattered country. Extending back to the first demonstrations of 2011, No Turning Back dissects the
tangle of ideologies and allegiances that make up the Syrian conflict. As protests ignited in Daraa, some citizens were brimming with a sense of possibility. A privileged young man
named Suleiman posted videos of the protests online, full of hope for justice and democracy. A father of two named Mohammad, secretly radicalized and newly released from prison,
saw a darker opportunity in the unrest. When violence broke out in Homs, a poet named Abu Azzam became an unlikely commander in a Free Syrian Army militia. The regime’s
brutal response disrupted a family in Idlib province, where a nine-year-old girl opened the door to a military raid that caused her father to flee. As the bombings increased and roads
grew more dangerous, these people’s lives intertwined in unexpected ways. Rania Abouzeid brings readers deep inside Assad’s prisons, to covert meetings where foreign states and
organizations manipulated the rebels, and to the highest levels of Islamic militancy and the formation of ISIS. Based on more than five years of clandestine reporting on the front lines,
No Turning Back is an utterly engrossing human drama full of vivid, indelible characters that shows how hope can flourish even amid one of the twenty-first century’s greatest
humanitarian disasters.
Zell's Popular Encyclopedia May 05 2020
A Letter for Annie (Mills & Boon Cherish) (Going Back, Book 19) Apr 15 2021 The last time Annie Greer saw Eden Bay was in her rearview mirror. And she'd keep it that way if
not for the SOS from the only family she has. While she may have come home, she has no intention of reconnecting with the town that thinks the worst of her. Too bad fate has
different plans–namely Kyle Becker.
Never Turn Back May 29 2022 ONE OF AMAZON'S BEST BOOKS OF OCTOBER 2020! FINALIST, 2020 GEORGIA AUTHOR OF THE YEAR AWARDS Linwood Barclay
meets Michael Farris Smith in this Southern-set domestic thriller about family, vengeance, and atonement from critically acclaimed Southern mystery novelist Christopher Swann. The
bonds of family never truly let go. In fact, its grip only tightens the further you try to run: crushing and crippling. Ethan Faulkner is a precocious child with a brilliant but troublesome
sister, a war vet for a father, and a weary mother trying to manage their family. One night a young woman rings their doorbell, desperate to hide from two men who are pursuing her,
when one of the two barges in after her. The struggle leaves both of Ethan's parents dead. Years later, Ethan has a successful teaching career and a budding relationship with a
coworker. But he hasn't quite followed through on his promise to his dying father--to take care of his sister. Susannah is not an easy person to keep tabs on, is a handful even when the
tabs are kept, and quite frankly, Ethan wants her to suffer for preventing him from getting to his dad before he died all those years ago. It was a long time ago and Ethan tries to put all
of it behind him. But that's easier said than done. When news of a brutal murder breaks with evidence pointing to Ethan as the prime suspect, all the painful memories of his past come
rushing to meet him. Lyrically conveyed with emotion and nuance, Never Turn Back is a powerful story about family, vengeance, and how some actions echo through the years with
irreparable consequences.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Going Back to College Jun 29 2022 The grown-up's guide to higher education. Adults make up 41% of students on campus today, but the truth is many
enter college feeling lost, uncomfortable, and "too old" in the traditional class structure. This book provides information that is unique to the adult learning experience, including
selecting the right school and courses, online enrollment and advisement, school for the full-time parent, juggling classes and a job, and more. --Author is a higher education leader
who received her doctorate as a single parent --Covers every unique challenge for the adult college student
German and English Jul 27 2019
No Turning back Nov 03 2022 We hadn’t planned on going to Alexandria that year until my uncle came to Egypt and insisted on it. Honestly, I couldn’t find anything exciting about
Alexandria. It’s changed. It’s been changing every year. Everything has become louder, more crowded, and lonelier for me. Most of my friends go to the North Coast or to Ain Sokhna.
It’s the perpetual search for everything new – except for my folks! We always stay at the same place and see the same people, until today. The building in which we always stay was
demolished, and my uncle volunteered to find two apartments through a friend of his.
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